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“Simply adore THE EXPERIENCE! This is the first book I've read multiple times. A tantalizing

story that ENTERTAINS and ENLIGHTENS. Loaded with twists and turns that readers won’t

see coming. Cannot wait for the sequel! A GRIPPING SAGA OF PERSONAL LIBERATION

SET IN MODERN LAS VEGASThe MentorHis name is Wish. He’s broken many laws and

social norms to uncover hidden truths about human relationships, attraction, and happiness.

Truths that are unlikely to be found in textbooks, blogs, or seminars. Because of his troubled

past, several dangerous forces are after him. He knows his time on earth is limited and needs

to pass on his discoveries to a worthy pupil who’ll share his secrets with the world. The

MenteeSocial Psychology Professor Reid Bradley is viewed by his students to be an expert on

relationships. He brings his girlfriend flowers every day, but the moment he catches her in bed

with someone else, everything changes. Heartbroken and questioning all that he believes, Reid

sets off on a journey for answers. The meetingWhile at a casino bar in Las Vegas, Reid’s

perceptions are challenged by the eccentric sage named Wish. Reid comes to learn that Wish

is a sexual mystic with a genius IQ who provides unique, yet wise solutions for his problems --

solutions that outshine anything he's found in academia. Wish offers to mentor Reid, teaching

him the path to personal power through neuropsychological sexual mastery and radical

acceptance. However, sharing such knowledge comes at a cost that can’t be fulfilled with

money. Wish has bigger plans -- an urgent and dangerous mission to complete.This book

contains strong sexual content and is intended for readers 18+ who would be comfortable with

such content.Fans of Paulo Coelho, Joseph Campbell, and even Fifty Shades will be

engrossed in this riveting, life-improving thriller that will keep you reading well into the early

morning hours.Praise for The Experience“Outstanding! A fantastic thriller, coupled with a

brilliant portrayal of a complicated relationship between a mentor and his pupil.”“Masterfully

written and loved the humor plus the tension between Reid and Wish. Ready for the next

one!”"Excellent, Excellent book you will enjoy it. And to know this is based on true events, mind

blown!"“An enthralling and entertaining thriller written by a skilled author who takes you on a

twisted ride that can branch out in different directions at the drop of a hat.”"Exceptional story

line! Great characters! I loved this story and can't wait for the next one!"What Reviewers Are

Saying About Brandon Wade Alcocer “Brandon Wade Alcocer has the talent that is comparable

to the likes of a Paulo Coelho, Michael Crichton, or even Napoleon Hill.” – Grant

Charles “Alcocer keeps readers turning the pages...” Stanley Piero “Brandon Wade Alcocer

knows how to blend advanced neuropsychological data with powerfully written human behavior

responses and the result is a novel that few will want to put down once the story begins.” –

Joshua L. Martin"Verdict: A phenomenal novel that will keep you on the edge of your seat. I

highly recommend it!" – Jennifer Calvillo
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WADE ALCOCERTHE EXPERIENCEThis is a work of fiction. Names, characters, businesses,

places, events, and incidents are either products of the authors imagination or used in a

fictitious manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely

coincidental. All characters are aged eighteen and over. Information in this book is for

entertainment purposes only, and not intended to diagnose or cure any physical or

psychological disease.Copyright 2017 by Brandon Wade AlcocerPublished May 23,

2017Edited by John RobinThe right of Brandon Wade Alcocer to be identified as the author of

this work has been asserted by him in accordance with sections 77 and 78 or the Copyright,

Designs and Patents Act 1988.All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be

reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying,

recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without prior written permission of the

publisher.This book is dedicated to my amazing parents, Steve and Joyce. Two people who

have always supported my journey of self-discovery. Chapter 1Please…just tell me that you

love me.Professor Reid Bradley should be hustling into class, but he can’t get himself to move;

he’s frozen stiff with a sharp pain in his chest. He steps away from the entrance to the lecture

hall, gripping a briefcase in one hand and his cell phone in the other. The lecture is set to start

in two minutes. He usually stands tall before entering; now he’s hunched forward, struggling to

steady his hand as he reads and re-reads the text message from Jasmine, his girlfriend of two

years, his soon-to-be fiancée, his everything. She’s texted to inform him that she can’t make it

to his birthday dinner this evening, due to a work deadline. A seemingly innocent text, yet he

can’t shake the heavy feeling in his gut, a feeling that he’s all too familiar with.His face burns as

he continues to stare at the text, hoping she’ll follow up with the magical three words that

always make him feel better. Nothing. As much as he tries, he can’t shake the sense that

Jasmine isn’t being herself. She’s become increasingly distant since returning home from her

friend’s bachelorette party in Las Vegas a week ago. Something is happening that’s pulling her

away from him. And it’s not her work.He glances at the clock near the top of the screen; one

minute before he must start the lecture. Shit. He’s got one minute to figure out how to not be a

jealous wreck in front of a hundred students, because today’s lecture is supposed to include

how to never be a jealous wreck. He stares at his shoes, aching to discover some form of relief.

He could cancel class due to illness, but he knows the students are excited about today’s

lecture. He knows they’re eager to learn from their social psychology professor, the expert on

relationships, about how to manage jealousy and prevent infidelity.Reid takes several deep

breaths, hoping to calm himself. He glances at Jasmine’s text one last time, forcing a smile. My

little angel works so hard. He slides his phone back into his pocket and puts on a serene look

for any students who may walk past.He’s in the middle of his first semester as a professor.

Thus far, his class has caused a buzz throughout campus. The students take well to his

modern, non-traditional teaching style. He rejects the option to teach like other professors who

regurgitate facts from a textbook, showing up for their pay check while not giving two shits if the

students connect with the material. His unique sense of empathy disallows such an approach.

He doesn’t judge his abilities by the amount of A’s earned or F’s given. He judges by the



number of students waiting in line, desperately wanting to talk to him about relationship

challenges during office hours. His answer to colleagues as to why his class maintains a high

attendance rate: students learn best through storytelling, not textbook lectures. Today’s lecture

is set to include his story, the most uncomfortable truths about his story — except prior to this

week he thought he’d mastered the mistakes of his past.Reid enters the hall, absorbing the

eager murmurs of dedicated undergrads. He strolls down the dividing row, continuing to force

his smile, then sets his briefcase on the tall desk off to the side of the lecture stage. He centers

himself in front of the white marker board, pops the cap off a dry-erase pen, then freezes

again, feeling that sharp pain return to his chest. I can’t be a hypocrite in front of these

students. Come on, Jasmine loves you. You know she loves you more than anything.He places

the felt-tip marker on the board, but his hand goes weak and he drops the pen to the floor. He

quickly scoops it up and, flushing, returns the pen to the board. He only needs to write one

specific word. But this word represents the source of his suffering, his arch nemesis, something

that’s affected him since adolescence. Up until this past Sunday, he believed he had put that

fire-spitting dragon to rest. For good.An image of Jasmine’s smile creeps into his mind, except

her expression is not one of puppy love, but more like the conniving smile of a con-artist who

got away with a crime. He struggles to steady his shaking hand as he writes the first letter on

the board, I. The letter looks more like a serrated knife than a vowel. He erases the letter. Get

yourself together, man. Jasmine promised she would never hurt you. You have a hundred

students watching. He places the marker on the shelf below and grabs a different one, hoping

the students assume his struggle is with a dulled dry-erase marker, not his cowardly thoughts.

Reid steadies his wrist and writes the word:INFIDELITYThe room goes silent. Reid stares at

the written word, feeling blood drain from his head. Jasmine promised to never hurt him,

swearing to never break his heart like the other women in his past.He sets the pen on the shelf,

straightens his spine, then turns to face the class. His gaze settles on several wide-eyed

students, pens pressed on their notebooks, ready to fill the pages with words of wisdom. He

walks to the center of the stage and takes a deep breath. Focus on serving the students.

They’ll benefit from hearing about my truth.“Every girlfriend I’ve had in my life,” says Reid, “has

cheated on me.”Several students gasp, while others look befuddled.“I’m embarrassed. As

someone who teaches this stuff, I shouldn’t have had so many negative experiences in

relationships. I was a fool in the past, but the pain from my mistakes fuels the driving force

within me. I’m determined to master the prevention of infidelity and share it with you. I’m being

honest about my past, because I believe today’s lecture will positively affect you more than any

other lecture you will have throughout your life.”“All of your girlfriends cheated?” says Katie, an

enthusiastic student who sits in the front row. “But you’ve said your current relationship is going

well.”“I was referring to the three girlfriends prior. Jasmine and I are doing great.” Reid grins, but

feels a quiver inside his cheeks. “She’s never cheated on me.”That’s right, she’s never cheated

on me. It’s silly of me to worry. She’s just having a tough time with work. I’m sure missing my

birthday dinner is the last thing she wants to do.“Did you find out why those girlfriends were

unfaithful?” asks a male student named Derek. “My girlfriend cheated on me when she found

out I went to a strip club.”“It was my fault those girlfriends chose to be unfaithful,” says Reid. “I

didn’t give them enough attention. I became lazy. I only cooked for them three or four times a

week, I only bought them gifts a few times a month. I never watched their favorite shows with

them. I ignored their needs. However, I was lucky to be in college when it happened, because I

went to my psychology professors for guidance, which helped immensely. Their suggestions

mimic what’s written in your textbook about unfaithfulness in relationships. Your assignment

from last class was to read Chapter Seven. What did the book suggest are the main points of



emphasis for preventing infidelity?”“Don’t go to strip clubs,” says Derek. The class chuckles.

And so does Reid.“I’ve never been to one of those places — not really my thing.” Reid wants to

express that strip clubs are probably filled with disease-laden, slutty women who have daddy

issues. But he holds his tongue, just in case there might be students who work such jobs in the

class.“If my man were to go to a strip club,” says a woman in the back, “then he’d better be fine

with me going to one as well. I’ve got no problem paying Mr. Muscles to shake his ding-a-ling in

front of me.”The class erupts with laughter. Many students cover their mouths, turn to look at

the woman, then look back at Reid.Reid grins, pretending to laugh along, but tenses inside.

Perhaps Jasmine went to a “Mr. Muscles” strip club in Vegas, considering she was part of a

bachelorette party. Reid walks towards the chest-high desk. She’d never do such a thing. He

turns on the projector, then pulls his laptop out of his briefcase and connects the projector cord

to the laptop portal.As the projector illuminates on the screen above the whiteboard, he locates

the PowerPoint slides in the computer. He clicks on the slide labeled Chapter 7 Infidelity.

Seeing that word again sparks a visualization of Jasmine having sex with another man. The

sting in his heart intensifies. He shakes his head to scramble the image, but the resistance

expands his agony, adding clarity to the picture in his mind’s eye. Jasmine is being thrust into

by a muscle-bound male stripper. She beams a vicious smile, as if she’s happy to see Reid

suffer from the sight of her bliss. His knees go weak. He bends over as if to tie his shoe, hiding

behind the tall desk, panting with a heavy heart. He rises and glances at the students, then up

at the screen. Warmth spreads along the back of his neck, as if they can somehow see his

jealous visions projected on the screen as an X-rated movie.“Are you okay, Professor?” says

Katie.Reid looks at Katie, nods, and looks at the screen, then back at the students. “Sorry, my

brain got off track a bit.” He clears his throat and reads the first slide. “Infidelity most often

occurs because one partner gets lazy in the relationship. They stop taking into consideration

the importance of fulfilling the needs of their partner. Clear communication is key. Each must be

willing to listen to what the other desires and do their best to fulfill that request. Relationships

are like the dinner plates that spin on sticks at the circus, constantly needing attention or they’ll

fall off.” I don’t know why I’m so worried. I’ve certainly been on top of everything I just

shared.“Can you call my boyfriend right now? He needs to hear this lecture,” says a female

student. “He’s got no problem ignoring my needs.”“I’m willing to help any student who seeks

guidance. Anyone can visit me during office hours,” says Reid.A student named John, who

recently visited Reid for guidance, speaks out. “I’ve been giving my girlfriend a small bouquet

of flowers every single day, just like you do for Jasmine. It’s amazing — my girlfriend is always

smiling and telling her friends how great a man I am.”“Well done,” says Reid. “Those actions

show how much you care. Don’t stop — you are minimizing the chances of her becoming

unfaithful.”“What do you do when you feel jealous?” says Katie. “I bet you never get jealous,

since you teach this stuff for a living.”The mention of jealousy stirs the uneasy sensation inside

Reid.“I experience jealousy from time to time. Granted, this is my first semester teaching these

topics since completing graduate school. I’m still a work in progress.”He stares at the floor for a

moment, then returns his gaze to the students. “To be honest, I felt a bit of jealousy last

weekend. Jasmine went to Las Vegas for her friend’s bachelorette party and hardly

communicated with me. I almost acted out of line and sent Jasmine a rude text. I kept

envisioning her having a fling with some guy who was muscular and larger than me.”“No way,”

says Derek. “You’re the superstar of relationships. I can’t see you ever slipping up.”“I appreciate

the compliment, but I’m far from being perfect. I had a moment of weakness. The thing to

remember is that jealousy is emotional energy released due to an imagined threat. If you feel

jealous, try to channel that energy into acts of love towards your partner. Work on your



insecurities by giving more love.”As the class hums with responses, Reid silently thanks the

class for reminding him that he’s a great boyfriend and his fears are overblown.“My brain was

filled with jealous thoughts, but deep down I knew the thoughts were a protection mechanism

which came from past experiences with women. We eventually talked on the phone while she

was in Vegas. She claimed she was doing nothing wrong. It took some work, but I convinced

myself to believe her. I then focused my jealous energy into doing acts of love. I cleaned our

house, organized her closet, cooked our food for the week, and washed her car. I also had a

bouquet of flowers waiting for her when she arrived home.”He hears several female students

coo throughout the room. They always coo when he mentions flowers for Jasmine.“Each of

those actions helped ease the jealous thoughts in the moment. She had a warm smile when

she walked in the house.”Although he had anticipated Jasmine being more appreciative and

affectionate. He figured she was hungover. He narrows his eyes. She just doesn’t seem to be

as loving since she got home. Again, Reid’s mind conjures images of Jasmine with a male

stripper; he sees her tiny hands grip the man’s large biceps, hears her moan louder than she’d

ever do with him.He wiggles his head. Stop it, man. Nothing happened.Reid continues the

lecture, educating the students on how to better serve their partners, and finds as he does, his

worries subside. The session nears its dismissal time. The students pack their belongings.“I

won’t be having my office hours today,” says Reid. “I apologize. You know that I’m always eager

to help in any way I can. But today, I’m visiting my mom. She lives an hour away and I need to

leave now to beat the traffic. And remember, next week we’re off for Spring Break.”The

students cheer, then shuffle out of the lecture hall. He pops open his briefcase, then sneaks a

glance at a female student in the third row as she gathers her things. Although he maintains a

strictly professional relationship with his students, he can’t help his attraction to this particular

student. Her name is Micah; she’s stunning. He’s secretly observed how Micah doesn’t talk to

anyone, and nor does she raise her hand to participate during the lecture. However, her

shyness is in stark contrast to her choice of outfits: skin-tight leggings tucked into knee-high

boots, and a tank top squeezed over C-cup breasts. Today, a white tank top and white bra —

excellent choice. She stands, then bends over to pick up her bag. Reid catches a glimpse of a

white G-string. A matching set. His eyes fixate on the curves of her backside, then scan

towards her face.Their eyes meet. He darts his gaze to the briefcase. Flushed, he packs away

his laptop. Even if I was single, I’d never be able to attract a woman like her. She looks just like

the girls who teased me in high school and college. And she probably prefers to date tattooed

biker-douche-bags who treat her like crap.“Any special occasion to visit your mom?” says a

female voice.Reid’s throat tightens. Micah? He cocks his head upward, then sighs at the sight

of Katie. He looks over Katie’s shoulder, catching a last glimpse of Micah as she exits the room.

He returns his attention to Katie, who appears perplexed by his ignoring of her question.“Sorry,

I thought I saw a student forget something in the back of the room. Umm, you asked about …

oh, visiting my mother. Yes, the special occasion is that tomorrow is my twenty-ninth birthday.

My mom is cooking a birthday dinner tonight. Then tomorrow, Jasmine and I will drive to Las

Vegas for a night of fun. I can’t wait. I love Vegas.”“Awe, sounds fun,” says Katie. “It seems like

you and Jasmine are a match made in heaven. I hope to have a relationship like the two of you

someday. You handled your jealousy really well.”“I’m sure your Mr. Wonderful is on his way to

you,” says Reid. “Stay focused on doing the right thing and I promise you’ll always be rewarded.

At times it can be exhausting, but I never miss a day being the best man I can be for Jasmine.

I’m sure you’ll be an amazing woman for your man as well.”Katie grins and walks away.Reid

sets his laptop in the briefcase, relieved that the students didn’t seem to notice his internal

struggle. Then his mind flips back to hearing breathless gasps from Jasmine and her mystery



lover. Reid presses his fingers onto his temples and closes his eyes. Stop torturing yourself.

Everything is fine. You get to enjoy Mom’s cooking tonight and Las Vegas tomorrow. Life can’t

get any better. Well, life would be better if Jasmine would come to dinner, but everything can’t

always be perfect.Chapter 2Reid plans to stay overnight at his mom’s house and pick Jasmine

up in the morning. Prior to bed, he calls Jasmine to wish her goodnight, but the call goes

straight to her voicemail. Such an occurrence isn’t just odd, its concerning. They haven’t

missed saying “goodnight,” in person or on the phone, since the day they met.He explores the

reasons why her phone might be turned off. She wouldn’t let the phone battery die; there are

battery chargers all over the house. He calls again, and it goes straight to her voicemail. Her

phone is clearly turned off. The unsettling sensation in his core tightens. Jasmine’s phone is

never turned off.After that, Reid can’t continue fighting the jealous visions in his mind. He

speeds home from his mom’s and parks his car in his driveway. This can’t be happening … not

again. Reid steadies his shaking wrist to examine his watch as the hands tick to midnight. He

exits his car and walks towards the home that he and Jasmine rent.Reid slides the key into the

front door lock, searching for excuses to ease his fear. Maybe she dropped her phone in the

toilet? Maybe she turned it off to avoid her boss. She wouldn’t think to fool around on me. I’m

probably just overreacting.He pushes the door open and enters. His nose is hit with an

unfamiliar scent. And it’s not from food or candles. It’s the scent of someone else being there.

Reid hears faint moaning in the distance. Thoughts of fleeing race through his mind, but a

rolling sensation in his gut nudges him towards facing reality. He moves down the hallway, fury

building with each step. He’s read every book on relationships, and been mentored by highly

regarded professors — this wasn’t supposed to happen to me anymore. As he steps closer, the

sounds of bodies thumping together become louder. After all I’ve done for you, Jasmine.He

grips the door handle, but hesitates to turn it further. Something inside him senses that the

moment he enters this room, his life will never be the same. He considers leaving and dealing

with her later, but the vengeful curiosity in his gut overpowers all reasonable thoughts. He turns

the handle and peeps through the cracked-open door. Jasmine is naked and lying on her back

with someone thrusting into her. You bitch.He explodes into the room. “What the hell is going

on?”The mystery lover steps away from Jasmine. Reid’s testosterone-clouded eyes adjust to

the reality of what he was witnessing. Jasmine was being penetrated by a penis, but it wasn’t

from a man. It was strapped onto a woman.Jasmine scuffles off the bed and covers herself with

a pillow. “What are you doing here? You don’t live here anymore.”“What the hell are you talking

about?” says Reid.Jasmine winks while walking towards him. “Why are you here? Did you

come by to get more of your stuff?” Jasmine winks a few more times.“What the hell are you

talking about? I live here. Why are you winking? I’m not playing along.”The woman rolls her

eyes, then unhooks the strap-on. She gathers her clothes, and goes into the bathroom.Jasmine

lowers her voice. “Daphne is a lesbian. I told her I was single and we broke up six months ago.

Don’t screw this up for me. If she finds out we’re together, I’ll have to pay her.”“What the hell?”

Reid lifts his palm to his brow.Daphne returns from the bathroom wearing a black leather dress

with the strap-on dildo dangling over her shoulder.Reid turns to Daphne. “I don’t know what

Jasmine told you, but I live here and we’re in a committed relationship.” He rips open the closet

and throws his clothes onto the bed. “This is all mine — the shirts, shoes, belts. I live

here.”Jasmine looks at her friend. “I’m sorry, Daphne, I should’ve told you. He doesn’t live here,

but I let him store his stuff in the closet.”“You’re a lying bitch,” says Daphne. “Somebody here

owes me three hundred dollars.”“You said I wouldn’t have to pay,” cries Jasmine. “Plus, you said

you only charge two hundred.”“You’re a prostitute?” says Reid.Daphne turns to Jasmine. “You

lied. You know I charge straight bitches. The price is two hundred for lip service plus another



hundred for strap-on action.”“You hired a fucking whore?” says Reid.“She said you’re the worst

lay ever,” says Daphne. “I’d better get paid or I’m calling Claudel. You don’t want him involved,

trust me.”“I’m the worst you’ve ever had?” Reid glares at Jasmine.Jasmine crumbles to the

floor, then crawls to the corner of the room. She wraps her arms around her shins and

sobs.“Who’s gonna pay me?” says Daphne.“I don’t want any trouble,” says Reid. “I don’t have

cash on me. Will you accept a personal check and leave?”“Make it out to ‘cash’ and add fifty.

You’d better not cancel it, or else you’re gonna have big problems.”Reid pulls a check book

from his dresser, then scribbles out a check. Daphne snatches it from his hand, then storms off.

He turns to face Jasmine and sees her head buried between her legs.“I can’t believe I had

plans to marry you. I’ve been nothing but amazing to you and this is what I get in return? You

disgust me.” He grabs a duffle bag and stuffs it with enough clothing for an overnight stay. “In

case you forgot, it’s my birthday. I’m driving to Vegas right now, alone.”He glares at Jasmine as

she looks up at him. He hopes she’ll say something, anything that resembles an apology. Her

gaze is cold and empty, but he waits still. Jasmine remains silent.Reid knows the look all too

well. It’s the same look his past girlfriends had when caught; no remorse or shame, more like

relief.He walks to his car and embarks on the four-hour drive to Las Vegas. He swears to

himself that he will never feel like this again. But he’s said that before. He’s tried all logical

paths to solve this problem. He doesn’t know what to do about it, but for now he knows one

thing: he’s got to get away.Chapter 3“Hello, sir. Welcome to the Cleopatra Hotel. How may I

help you this morning?” says the clerk, whose nametag reads “Jen.”“Do you know how to give

good relationship advice?” asks Reid. “I don’t trust psychologists.”“I’m sorry, sir. I’m only

allowed to discuss hotel accommodations. Do you have a reservation with us?”“Forgive my silly

question. It’s been a long night for me.” Reid hands Jen his credit card and identification. “I

booked a room using your hotel app. I know it’s five in the morning, but I was hoping to check

in.”“It appears you booked our basic room. What brings you to Vegas, sir?”“Today is my

birthday,” says Reid. “A few hours ago I caught my girlfriend having sex with a hooker, a female

hooker, who I ended up having to pay.”“Oh my.” Jen lifts her hand towards her chest.“The whore

charged an extra hundred for strap-on service.” He rolls his eyes. “Even prostitutes know how

to upsell.”“I’m sorry to hear that, sir. I can’t say that I have any good advice for you. But at least

you’re in Vegas. Perhaps you would benefit from going a bit wild during your visit.” She

examines his identification and types on the computer.“Go wild?” He taps his fingers on the

desk. As he considers her suggestion, he realizes he doesn’t even know how to go wild. Would

that mean going to a strip club? Snorting cocaine, then hiring a prostitute and gambling away

the few hundred dollars left in his bank account?Jen returns her attention to Reid. “I upgraded

your basic room to one of our Jacuzzi suites with a view of the fountain show across the street.

The room number is thirty-three, thirty-three. Many believe it’s the luckiest room we have.”Reid

smiles as he takes the room key-card. He throws his bag over his shoulder, then walks through

the casino towards the elevator. A suite upgrade is a good start. Maybe I’ll have a wild Vegas

party in my suite like I’ve seen in movies. He begins to sense that this town might show him

what he’s been missing — what he’s searching for. He’s been conservative throughout his life,

an approach which seemingly leads to poor results. Why not try the opposite?A group of

scantily dressed women stroll towards Reid as he nears the bank of elevators. Though his

heart flutters with attraction, he stares at the floor while they walk past. He loves Vegas,

knowing the city is filled with beauties seeking adventure, but he’s always been afraid to

approach women. He takes the elevator to his floor and enters the suite with wide eyes. He

peeks at the marble bathroom, then goes into the oversized main room. The living area

consists of modern furniture and floor-to-ceiling windows which provide a central view of the



fountain show across the street.He marvels at the majestic view, but his excitement soon

dissipates as he moves his gaze away from the pond to the street corner and sees people

handing out flyers, the flyers that typically advertise call girls. His suppressed pain creeps up

through his stomach and into his mind. He wonders how Jasmine could not only cheat, but

cheat with a prostitute. Was there more he could have done? He gazes at the fluffy bed, feeling

his body crash from exhaustion. Maybe I’ll send her flowers when I wake up. Flowers always

seem to make her smile. He closes the blackout shades, slides into the bedsheets, and feels a

sense of calm permeate his body as he falls asleep.He wakes in the early evening and quickly

grabs his phone, hoping to see a series of apologetic texts from Jasmine. There are a few

birthday wishes from friends, but nothing from Jasmine. He slumps on the side of the bed,

drops his face into his hands, and sobs. She was my little angel. She promised to never hurt

me. Why did she do this to me?Minutes pass; the tears run dry. He opens the curtains, then

sees bursts of water streams dancing to Frank Sinatra’s “Fly Me to the Moon.” While mouthing

the lyrics, he feels slightly uplifted. The song connects him to his passion for this city. He’s

always loved Las Vegas and views himself as an advanced-level tourist. He has a solid

understanding of the city layout and tourist traps, and a proper strategy when playing blackjack.

He enjoys gambling, but plays conservatively. His entry-level professor salary only allows him

to risk a few hundred dollars each trip.The fountain show ends, leaving him to feel like a coat of

numbing cream has been applied to his wound. He races to his bag and puts on his favorite

pair of jeans and a white dress shirt — his go-to outfit. It was the outfit he’d wear when going

out on the town with friends before meeting Jasmine two years ago. Except he didn’t meet

Jasmine in this outfit. He never met any women when going out. He was terrible at picking up

women. He met Jasmine through an acquaintance of his mom’s. And a similar story could be

told of his other three girlfriends.Reid exits the suite, walks to his car, and drives down the

famous Las Vegas Boulevard — the Strip.While driving, a radio commercial captures his

attention. “Come to Mick’s Cabaret, the classiest gentlemen’s club in town. Free admission to

those who drive their own cars to our Sahara Avenue location.”Reid wipes his clammy hands

on his jeans, realizing the event with Jasmine could be a great excuse to check out Mick’s

Cabaret. If she somehow found out, he could tell her he was upset and sought revenge. He

glances at the street sign and sees he’s passing Desert Inn Road; Sahara Ave is next. He taps

a finger on the steering wheel, surprised by his growing urge to be risqué. Truth is, he’s

secretly wanted to know what it would be like to experience a stripper, but never given himself

permission to explore the taboo. And now he’s by himself in Las Vegas, nobody will ever know.

He shrugs, then turns his car onto Sahara Avenue, heading towards Mick’s Cabaret.He parks

in the back of the Mick’s Cabaret lot, but doesn’t unbuckle his seatbelt. People like me don’t go

to places like this. Yet he can’t ignore the strange sensation rising from his core, urging him to

get out of the car and dip his toe in a pool of naughty. He looks at his phone, hoping to see a

text that will rescue him. Something that says, Happy Birthday, baby. I was a fool. I’m catching

the next flight to meet you in Vegas. All he sees is the cell phone clock. He rubs the middle of

his forehead and closes his eyes. The image of Jasmine and that hooker instantly arrives. He

slams his fist on the center console. How could Jasmine be attracted to a hooker? Several

seconds pass, then he sits up and unbuckles the seatbelt. Hell, I had to pay for her damn

hooker, might as well pay for one myself.He exits the car, then walks with heavy feet towards

the entrance. He hears police sirens faintly in the distance, adding horsepower to his already

rapid pulse. He nears a large bouncer, who nods at Reid. He can’t ignore the sirens; they’re

getting louder. If the strip club is about to face a police raid, he’ll be caught in the middle of it.

His feet itch to run away. He looks at the bouncer, then pats his front pockets while lifting his



eyebrows, implying that he’s forgotten his wallet — even though he has his wallet. He turns,

then speed-walks towards his car, hearing the police cars buzz past Mick’s Cabaret.He slumps

into the car seat, knowing he used the police sirens as an excuse to chicken out. He can’t

understand why everything inside him wants to go inside the club, but he can’t get himself to

go in. Water droplets develop in his eyes, and he glances at the sun visor, trying to force the

tears back. He notices a car pull into the neighboring spot. His mouth falls agape as he

watches a woman with a goddess-like figure step out of the coupe. He snaps his head to face

his steering wheel, feeling flushed. She looked familiar. Micah from class? He slowly turns his

head for a second glance. Their eyes connect, then he hastily turns away, bending towards the

passenger seat. She isn’t Micah, but she’s just as attractive.He waits for fifteen seconds, then

sits up, glances at the rear-view mirror, and catches her plump backside as she walks away.

Her presence disappears from the reflection, leaving Reid to examine himself in the mirror. I’m

not meant to experience a woman like that. I’m ugly and shy, and I have this stupid-looking,

oversized head. He turns on the ignition, unable to fight back the tears that roll down his

cheeks. And I’m a goddamned cry baby. He steers the car out of the spot, then speeds off the

lot. He stops at a nearby gas station, grabs a six-pack of beer, then returns to his hotel

room.While slouching in the chair near the window of his suite, he sips beer and takes in the

view of the fountain show. Something’s pinging at him. He considers that it might be Jasmine,

or being afraid to visit the strip club, but something inside senses the ping beyond the obvious

— like a call to action. He can’t isolate it, and tells himself he’s just overwhelmed. His phone

vibrates in his pocket. He springs up and pulls out his phone, hoping to see Jasmine’s name.

Instead, it’s a text from his mom.The 29th year of life is a significant year of change for many

historical figures. Siddhartha left his life of riches to go on his journey to become the Buddha.

Jesus stopped being a winemaker and focused on performing miracles. Julia Childs stopped

being a spy and devoted her life to cooking. Today, my meditation vision portrayed a new life

waiting for you. Be careful, but be courageous, my son.He smiles; it’s as though he feels his

mom has pulled him in for a loving hug. He loves how she can be a bit “woo-woo spiritual” at

times, but moments like this, he often wonders what a father might say. Reid has never had a

father figure in his life. His dad passed away before his birth. A car accident took the life of his

father and his father’s mistress. As sweet as Reid’s mom could be, she would ignore questions

about his father, leaving Reid to assume he was a cheating asshole.The fountain show

finishes. Reid stands, lightly buzzed as he downs the last sip of beer number three, and places

his hand on the window as he further examines the Strip. Behind the pond rests the brand-new

Largo Hotel. Like an eager puppy, he hops in place as he recalls how it opened a month ago.

An article he read called it one of the classiest party hotels in the world, with a hot-spot called

the Diamond Bar.Reid hurries to the bathroom for a squirt of cologne. Thoughts of being

rejected during his days as a single man begin to creep into his mind, but things could be

different now that he’s older and working as a college professor. He leaves the room and

embarks on the short walk to the Largo Hotel.In the Diamond Bar he slides onto a bar stool in

the middle of a long wooden bar facing a wall of liquor bottles and two TVs. The article he read

was spot on in its description of this place: sharply dressed people talking vibrantly, scattered

in booths and at high-top tables and chairs.“Hi there. What can I make for you?” says the

bartender. His name, Ronald, is typed on his nametag. The man’s friendly tone contrasts with

his wide physique, shaved bald head, and tattoos covering his arms and neck.“A screwdriver,

please.” Reid turns to observe several groups of women sipping colorful drinks, while the men

suck down beers at the booths behind the bar.“Here you go.” Ronald sets the glass of orange

juice and vodka in front of Reid. “What’s been the most interesting thing about your week so



far?”Reid draws a long sip through the straw, feeling the vodka sting his throat. “Last night, I

discovered that my girlfriend is a whore.” He sucks in another gulp.“I’ve been there, man,” says

Ronald. “I’ve had a few girlfriends who turned out to be prostitutes as well. Remember — to

them it’s just a job. Except it can be annoying when they get arrested.”Reid gags mid-sip. He

covers his mouth with a napkin, coughing until he regains his breath.“She’s not actually a

prostitute,” says Reid. “I meant — I caught her cheating. I thought prostitution was legal in Las

Vegas?”“Prostitution is illegal in Las Vegas and all of Clark County. It’s legal in the next county

over, an hour’s drive away. However, that doesn’t stop the ladies of the night from working in

Vegas. The amount of money a woman can earn from turning tricks here outweighs the risk of

jail time. I see working girls all over this town.”“Maybe I should start paying women for sex. At

least then they wouldn’t break my heart.”“Many men prefer that simplicity. A gentlemen’s club

would be a good place to see if you’d get comfortable with the idea. Those places are

legal.”Reid struggles to swallow his next gulp. “Really? I don’t think I could ever pay a woman

for attention. I’ve spent my life learning how to be the best partner for a woman. I just don’t

know why I always end up getting screwed.”“Is that why you order a screwdriver?”Reid smirks,

then finishes the remainder of his drink. Two attractive women approach the bar and sit three

seats away. He glances at them, then stares at his straw. Here comes that old feeling — the

misery of being single. His mind flashes to the memory of a tragic moment when he was twelve

years old.After months of contemplation, the young Reid finally mustered up the courage to

ask his first crush to be his girlfriend. He expressed his desire through a handwritten note that

he slid into her locker. She never responded to him directly; instead she told the entire school

she thought he smelled, was ugly, and had a head that was too large for his body. The indirect

message made its way into the boys’ locker room, where the boys called him Fathead and

pelted him with deodorant bars.Ronald refreshes Reid’s drink. “This one is on me.”The gesture

pulls Reid out of the flashback and he nods with gratitude.Ronald leans closer. “Most nights

around this time, a man enters this bar who is a bit of a woman whisperer. He is a pimp.”Reid’s

eyes bulge.“Relax,” says Ronald. “He’s not an evil smack-a-ho pimp. Everyone who meets him

ends up feeling better about themselves. You may want to engage in a chat.” Ronald looks past

Reid. “In fact, he’s walking in right now.”A cool breeze hits the back of Reid’s neck. He turns to

see a tall, slender, mocha-skinned African-American man with a sharp triangular face and

pronounced cheekbones. He’s wearing a slim-fitting black suit with a matching black fedora

that sports a white feather on the brim. The once dimly lit bar appears two shades brighter with

this man’s presence. Reid looks about and notices that most people have paused their

conversations to observe the man. The pimp stops in the middle of the room, glances left and

right, then strolls to the women sitting near Reid.Reid stares on as the man goes into action,

appearing to charm the two women. Within seconds, the ladies’ closed-off posture shifts into

wide-shouldered openness. The pimp interacts with both women like a maestro leading an

orchestra. They appear to hang on his every word, then burst into giggles like two teenage girls

meeting a pop star. The man is demonstrating a skillset that Reid has always dreamed of

having — and never believed was possible. He leans in their direction, hoping to hear the

conversation, but the surrounding bar banter drowns them out.He watches the pimp instruct

one of women to write her number on a napkin, and she obliges gratefully. Before now Reid

had only seen such ease when watching James Bond movies. Reid centers himself,

contemplating how he can talk to this man to learn more. The women take their drinks and exit.

The pimp then sits at the bar, a seat apart from Reid.“Ronald, my friend, the usual. Mescal,

chilled.” The man’s voice rings out deep and clear, like a news anchor’s.“You got it. Did you

know those women?” Ronald shakes the liquor with ice, then pours it into a small glass.“I know



them now.” The pimp lifts his drink to toast Ronald. “Those women are the type who

understand that fulfillment in life occurs through experiences derived from taking risks. Sadly,

such people are becoming a rarefied breed.”Reid bends slightly towards them, hoping to hear

more. His mind fills with questions. Was this man born knowing how to interact with women? Or

was it something he learned from life experience? And most importantly, could it be taught? He

continues leaning sideways and almost slips off the stool, but catches himself. The slip helps

him recognize he’s buzzing from alcohol. Feeling slightly embarrassed, he questions if he’s had

too much to drink. But it’s my birthday. I can be drunk today. He centers himself on the chair,

grips his drink, and lifts it towards the pimp.“Ch-cheers to my birthday.”The pimp quickly twists

his neck and glares at Reid. Something about the man’s piercing hazel eyes causes Reid’s

hand to shake. The juice nearly splashes over the edge of his glass, but Reid keeps the glass

held high. The pimp cracks a half-smile, then lifts his drink, prompting Reid to steady his

nerves.“To a life of accepting all the gifts the world provides for us, the good and the bad,” says

the pimp.They clink glasses. Accepting good and bad? My girlfriend turned out to be a lying

tramp who hires a prostitute. Who in their right mind could accept that? Reid takes a sip, sets

the glass on the bar, then lowers his head.“You look like you have a lot on your mind, kid,” says

the pimp.Reid nods.“What’s on your mind?”Reid hesitates, figuring if he tells this guy the truth,

he’ll probably try to sell him one of his whores. “I’d rather not talk about it.”“I’m not one to pry,

but you may want to share your problem with someone. Your eyes look to be filled with deep

anger.”“Psychologists haven’t helped me with my problem. And I’m sure if I saw another shrink,

they’d just tell me to examine my childhood and work to heal the wounds, while being

thoughtful of other people’s struggles.”The pimp doesn’t respond. He takes a long sip of his

drink while keeping his eyes on Reid.Reid wants to break eye contact with the man, but he

can’t. Something about the man’s presence connects to Reid. It makes him want to open up.

He takes a deep breath. “I walked in on my soon-to-be fiancée having sex with a female

hooker.”The pimp remains stoic. “Okay. What else is on your mind?”Reid narrows his eyes,

befuddled by the neutral response. “She said I was the worst sex she’s ever had.”The pimp’s

pearl-white teeth sparkle through his grin. “What else?”“Our song is called ‘Anything.’ We’d

listen to it often. We promised we’d do anything to make each other happy. We swore we’d

never hurt each other. I did everything for her.” He slams his fist on the bar. “That bitch didn’t

appreciate me.”The pimp’s grin becomes tight-lipped. “What else?”What else? Is that all you

know how to say? You sound like another shitty psychologist. Reid reaches into his pocket for

cash, plops twenty dollars on the bar, then stands to leave. His forearm suddenly stings from

becoming tightly gripped. Just as Reid identifies that the pimp’s grabbed him, he is yanked

down into his seat. What the —?“I’m not wired to do a disservice to society.” The pimp sips his

drink. “It would be a disservice to let you leave here without understanding that a mature man

would never refer to the female goddess as anything less than perfection.”Reid exhales a long

breath, knowing the man is correct. But treating women like goddesses still gets him screwed

over.“I brought her flowers every day. I took her to dinners and movies, and on vacations, and I

sat through all of her shitty TV shows. I gave her what every woman would die for. Yet she still

cheated on me.”The pimp nods while giving a friendly grin, then looks away towards the TVs.

Reid sits up, further engaged.“Oh good,” says Reid. “You get where I’m coming from. Women

don’t respect a good man. It seems like all women want is assholes who treat them like

crap.”The pimp slowly turns back to Reid. “I have an important question to ask you. It may help

you with your problems.”“Yes, I’ll take any advice at this point. As it turns out, the mentors from

my past were clueless.”The pimp studies him, looking down at Reid’s shoes, then slowly

moving his gaze upward until their eyes meet. The man pauses to study Reid’s face, then



speaks. “How long have you been abusing women?”“What?” Reid draws his head back. “I’d

never harm a woman. Never in a million years.”“Based on what you’ve just shared, I should

have you arrested for domestic abuse.”Reid’s head becomes hot. He considers leaving, but

fears he’ll be thrown down again. “What makes you think I abuse women?”“Every single

second of every single day, every human behaves in a way that they believe will lead them

towards their own unique version of happiness. You’ve been verbally assaulting her happiness

quest since you got here. Frankly, it’s no different than physically assaulting her. Buying her

flowers or punching her in the face — both are attempts to manipulate and control another

human being. Both are external actions that won’t solve your internal problems — internal

problems that have nothing to do with her.”The pimp nods towards the bartender. “Hey, Ronald,

call the cops. We need to have this young man arrested for abusing women.”Ronald looks up

while rinsing his shaker. “I’ll call it in right now.”“No, wait, stop,” blurts Reid. “I promise my

intentions were good. I worked my ass off to make sure her needs were met. Maybe you

misheard what I said — I did everything for her. From the moment I woke till the time I fell

asleep, I focused on her needs. I cooked every meal. I cleaned our house and her car. I paid for

everything. I gave up watching sports so we could watch her reality shows. I surrounded her

with gifts. I fucking brought her flowers every day because I love her.”“My goodness, it’s more

extreme than I thought. You are shamelessly abusive,” says the pimp. “If you haven’t hit her yet,

I’m sure it will happen soon. You’re very upset that your attempts at manipulating her haven’t

worked.”“My intentions were always to make sure she was happy.” This guy is crazy. I don’t

need to defend myself. Maybe he’s just as ignorant as Jasmine. Nobody seems to understand

the meaning of true love.Reid sees the pimp’s head turn upward, towards the ceiling. The man

closes his eyes and mumbles quietly to himself. He then turns towards Reid and places a hand

on his shoulder. Something about his touch floods Reid with a strange uplifting sensation, as if

icy medication was shot into his bloodstream, calming him.“Was she smiling when you saw her

with the other woman?” asks the pimp.“Yes.” Reid stares at his glass. “The prostitute was

ramming her with a strap-on penis.”“Do you see the irony? You claim that you want her to be

happy, but then you get angry when she appears to be experiencing pleasure.”“But we were

committed to each other. She’s not allowed to do that.”“So you are her god? You want to control

when she can be happy and when she can’t. As if her happiness can only exist on your terms.

Sounds like the definition of an abusive relationship.”“No, I’m obviously not her god,” says Reid.

“How would you respond if you were in my shoes?”Their conversation is halted by the hand of

a woman caressing the pimp’s shoulder from behind. Both men turn to see a tall, forty-

something blond glowing as if she’s won the lottery.“You absolutely gave me my wish,” says the

woman. “Your wife was amazing, the most potent sexual experience of my life.” She draws her

index finger down her neck towards her stomach. “My body is still pulsating all over. I’m forty-

two years old and I finally feel alive. Namaste, my friend.”Reid’s jaw drops. He watches the

woman kiss the pimp on the cheek, then hand him an envelope stuffed with something in the

shape of cash.Reid narrows his eyes while observing her walk away, then turns to the pimp in

shock. “Your wife is a …”The pimp chuckles and slides the envelope into his breast pocket. He

then looks up to the ceiling, puts his hands together as if in prayer, and dips his forehead to his

fingers.“Synchronicity,” says the pimp.“Synchronicity?” says Reid. “I remember reading about

that in college, but I don’t remember exactly what it means.”“When a person is aligned with

their life’s mission, things happen with seemingly perfect timing.” The pimp returns his focus to

Reid. “Guiding messages arrive at the exact time the person is ready to listen. Those moments

are called synchronicities.”“Are you going to get all woo-woo spiritual on me?” Reid huffs a

short breath. “Based on everything I’ve been through, I think I’ll only believe stuff that can be



proved scientifically.”The pimp smiles. “Neuroscience can go a long way towards explaining

why we have certain experiences, but the unexplainable must be observed through a spiritual

lens. I’m willing to bet that you have secret desires hidden within that you aren’t giving yourself

permission to experience. Once you give yourself permission, the universe will open doors for

you to go after your desires and help you discover who you really are. The key is recognizing

when a door has been opened, and having the courage to step through it.”Reid continues to

look at the man, shocked to hear such intellect from a street hustler. “Are you saying we’re

experiencing synchronicity right now?”“You asked me how I would respond if I knew my wife

was with another woman. It’s not a coincidence that the woman who paid for sex with my wife

entered our conversation.”“I can’t believe you’re so accepting of your wife with someone else.

How do you do it?”“I accept all of who she is. I do not own her, and nor do I attempt to play the

role of knowing what makes her happy. I’m not her god. Any attempt to change someone

always results in suffering. We’re not on earth to make people happy, we are here to support

each other on our unique quests for happiness.”The pimp scans the room, then returns to Reid.

“Your fiancée enjoys hookers who wear a strap-on; accept that truth about her. You can support

her happiness quest by staying with her, or you can support her from a distance while being

broken up. Both will result in positive outcomes, but to judge her will only result in you

suffering.”“On paper that makes sense. But most people, including myself, would find it

unrealistic to live that truth.”“It’s unrealistic to you because your brain is underdeveloped. You’re

a grown man navigating this world with an adolescent brain. Truth is, people who cannot

accept the behavior of others do so because they aren’t accepting of themselves.

Neuroscience has proven that it’s physically impossible for the brain to do such a thing. You

hate yourself because you barely know who you are, so how can you accept what you don’t

fully understand? You have a repressed dark side that you have masked with actions like

overwhelming women with flowers and gifts. I encourage you to explore your dark side, let it

out. There’s an entire other half of you that you must come to understand.”“A dark side?” Reid

sits up. “I almost entered a strip club before coming to this bar. A voice inside was screaming at

me to go. I parked in front of the club and walked to enter, then quickly returned to my car. I sat

and cried. I just couldn’t get myself to go inside.”“I’m not surprised. Tears can often be your

dark side’s last means of expression before it turns to violence. You, like many people, have a

dark side that’s filled with repressed sexuality. It’s important that you listen to that voice.”The

man removes his fedora and places his hand on Reid’s shoulder. Again, the strange uplifting

energy fills Reid’s body. The pimp continues: “When you’re in line with your life’s mission and

have an understanding of your whole self, it will be easy for you to accept all of the gifts that life

brings. Your fiancée just gave you an amazing gift. Soon you may see that last night was the

best night of your life.”Reid glances up at the TVs, questioning how last night could ever be

viewed as a gift.He turns back to the pimp. “The Cleopatra Hotel gave me a cool birthday gift,

upgrading me to their lucky suite, thirty-three, thirty-three.”Unamused, the pimp stands and

scans the room once again. He adjusts the lapels of his suit and pulls his collar straight.“What’s

your name, kid? What do you do for work?”“Reid Bradley. I’m a college professor —

psychology.”The pimp belts out a deep laugh. “I’m not surprised,” he says. “Here’s some advice:

stop teaching the shit you learned in college and what’s in your textbooks. Most of it won’t help

this generation. It was probably written by people who don’t understand their severely

repressed dark side as well.”Reid leans back, dumbfounded; yet he senses he should agree

with the pimp.“I gotta run,” says the pimp.“Wait, what’s your name?” says Reid.“It’s safer for you

not to know. Perhaps synchronicity will have us meet again.”“Thank you for the chat. Forgive

me, but I thought you were just trying to sell me one of your … well, you know.”“My employees



only spend time with clients who understand how to use the experience to grow as human

beings. You’d have to prove to me that you’re worthy. Right now, because of your emotional

state, sex would just be escapism. Neither you, nor my employee, nor society would benefit

from such an experience. We have no interest in feeding addictions or escapism; only personal

growth.”The man strolls away. Reid gazes at his drink. That’s a heck of a sales tactic, saying

someone could benefit from sex with a prostitute. Jasmine chose to do that and it ruined my

life. Reid shakes his head, feeling the buzz of alcohol rattle his brain. I’m drunk. I’m actually

listening to life advice from a pimp.Reid places both hands around his drink and sighs. He can’t

deny that the advice makes sense. It seems he’s learned more in a few minutes with this pimp

than in all of his years in college. He wonders how many nuggets of wisdom the pimp might

have. He sucks down the last of his beverage and stands, hoping he’ll have the chance to

speak to this man again.A hand grips Reid’s shoulder from behind, nudging him back to his

seat. He turns his neck, excited to see the pimp return. Instead, he sees a police

badge.Chapter 4“Name’s Detective Youngblood. I’d like to ask you a few questions about the

interaction you had with that man.”Reid feels a prickling on his scalp as he hears the man’s

slight southern drawl. He’s never been questioned by law enforcement. The detective reaches

into his back pocket, appearing to be searching for something. Reid studies the man’s

disheveled appearance: faded khakis, a wrinkled polo shirt, and a frazzled salt-and-pepper

goatee. Youngblood’s hand returns, holding a notepad and pen.“Did that man attempt to sell

you a prostitute?”“No, sir. We just had a friendly bar conversation.”“A woman handed him an

envelope during your conversation. Do you know why she did that?”The question startles Reid.

He knows damn well why she handed the pimp the envelope and that the act was against the

law. He taps his toes on the bar stool, surprised to find he has an urge to protect the pimp. He

wonders if the pimp forces his wife to be a prostitute, but recalls how the blond lady said the

experience changed her life.Youngblood shuffles his stance. “It’s a simple question, young

man.”Reid looks towards the floor. His life has always been by the book and that approach

continues to fail him. Maybe it’s time I consider breaking a rule or two? Plus that pimp didn’t

seem like a bad person.He lifts his gaze. “There’s a lot going on in my head, sir. I wasn’t paying

attention. I just caught my soon-to-be fiancée cheating on me. I wanted to have a drink and go

to bed.”“I’m sorry to hear that.” Youngblood sighs, then slips the notepad into his back pocket.

“I’ve been there. My wife cheated on me last year and ran off with her lover. Nowadays people

are running wild with their sexual liberties. Traditional marriage and faithfulness are dying. I

recently transferred into this town for a fresh start, but Vegas seems like the breeding ground

for the sexual problems in our country.”Youngblood puts his hand on Reid’s shoulder. The touch

causes Reid’s body to tense, the opposite sensation to that caused by the touch of the

pimp.Youngblood continues: “I’m determined to change the sex problems in society. The man

you were talking with is the scum of the earth. He’s a pimp who profits from forcing women into

prostitution. I’d advise you to stay away.” “Thank you, sir.”They shake hands and exit the bar in

opposite directions.Reid hurries to the restroom and locks himself in a stall. Fully clothed, he

sits on the toilet and covers his face with his hands. Good gracious, what am I doing?Minutes

pass, then he leaves the stall and washes his hands. He catches a glimpse of himself in the

mirror and sees something different, something mysterious. He’s always wondered what it

would be like to be bad, to break rules, or even the law. Something rises in him, a sensation

that feels alien but strong; it’s as if the pimp’s words have unleashed his inner bad boy. He

straightens his collar. Maybe I’ll see this through a bit more.Reid strides along Las Vegas

Boulevard to his hotel. He enters the lobby, hearing the excitement of casino action while

feeling the trickle of discomfort inside his new skin. His attention is drawn to an attractive



woman playing video poker at an empty casino bar. Everything in his body yearns for him to

talk to her, but he hesitates. His mind flashes to the moment the pimp went up to those women,

knowing the perfect thing to say. He stands a few feet behind her, hoping a magical opening

line comes to mind.Nothing.He sits two seats away, pressing the buttons of a video poker

machine, smiling off his tension.“I wouldn’t sit there if I were you,” says the attractive woman.

“That machine is unlucky.”“Oh, really,” says Reid. He turns to flee.“You can sit next to me,” she

says. “I only let the cute boys come close.”Reid halts and lifts his hand to his chest, as if to say,

Are you sure you’re talking about me? She nods and he slides onto the chair next to her.“My

name is Amber. Where are you from? What brings you to Vegas?”“Los Angeles. And I’m here

because —” Don’t go into your pity story again, Reid. “It’s my birthday.”“Awe, Happy Birthday.

Are you staying at this hotel?”“Yeah, have you ever seen the suites here? They’re

fantastic.”“No, I haven’t. I’d love to see your suite.” She draws her fingernail along his forearm.

Her touch ignites a warm sensation that courses through his arm and up to his brain. He gazes

at her with wide eyes. This is the first time he’s been touched adoringly by another woman in

two years. She continues: “I believe humans learn the most about each other through physical

touch. Do you agree?”“Yes. Yes, I do.”Her fingers slide off his arm, then pitter-patter along his

stomach, inching below his belly button. He wonders if he should let her continue. What if

Jasmine found out? What if Jasmine chose to drive here and surprise him tonight?Reid’s

hesitancy is quickly forgotten as her erotic touch escalates. She applies pressure-point

massage to his inner thigh, seemingly knowing which spots are potent nerve centers, shooting

beams of excitement into his core.“You don’t mind that I touch you, do you?” she says. “There’s

something about you … my hands just want to connect with your body.”Reid can’t avoid

thinking about worst-case scenarios. If he continues, he risks upsetting Jasmine and losing her

forever; if he says “no,” he’ll spend his life wondering what could have been tonight. His entire

body now crackles with sparks of euphoria. Screw Jasmine. She’s never made me feel like this.

He nods, signaling to Amber to continue.Her fingers pet his hip bone in tiny circular motions,

inching towards his member, then stop just short of contact. The pause allows him to feel the

flow of erotically infused blood rush from the edges of his body into his core. She presses her

fingers on the crevice where his thigh and groin meet. Reid notices her eyes are focused

intently on the pattern created by her hands, as if she is performing some kind of touching

ritual.He glances at the ceiling. He’s never had a one-night stand. But something inside is

screaming for him to go all in with Amber.His legs sprawl open, allowing her palm greater

access. She applies deeper pressure with her hand, in a rhythmic fashion, nudging his erect

shaft. He drops his chin towards his chest, closing his eyes, absorbing the warmth of her touch

through his pants.Amber stops her movements. He feels her pillowy lips graze his ear as she

leans close. “What does your room number add up to? Let’s see if it’s a lucky suite.”He opens

his eyes. His mind is fogged with an erotic haze. “Lucky suite?”“If the room numbers total an

even number, then it’s lucky. Like one-two-two-five is one plus two plus two plus five, which

equals ten. That’s a lucky room number.”“My room number’s simple, three-three-three-three.

That equals twelve.”“Today is your lucky day, birthday boy. Show me your suite.” Amber stands,

then takes his hand. “Let’s go.”They walk arm and arm towards the elevator and take it up to

the thirty-third floor. All the while, Reid feels he’s living in a surreal moment. He’s always

fantasized about a wild Vegas fling. Never has he given himself permission to admit to such a

thought; nor did he think it was possible for a social imbecile like himself. As they near his

room, he begins to question the ease with which this is occurring. But he figures Amber would

have asked him for money downstairs if she was doing this as a job.Reid slides the key-card

into the lock and pushes the door open. As he enters, he suddenly feels a shove from behind,



forcing him onto the wall beside the door. A nervous tingle crawls up his spine as the door

slams shut. He cautiously turns to face Amber, then relaxes as he sees a playful grin on her

face. He opens his mouth to speak, but is silenced by Amber’s lips locking onto his. His mouth

is tense at first, then settles into the sensual kiss. Her taste is different than Jasmine’s, tangy

and sweet like a raspberry. Amber releases Reid, and he gazes at her, in a love-laced trance,

seeing images of what their potential future could be. She steps back, extends her arms out

straight, then launches forward with her hands extended, shoving Reid against the wall. She

pins her legs against his, and unbuttons and takes off his shirt. Then she strips away his pants

and underwear, tossing all the clothes near the bed. Now Reid stands before her, naked. He

moves his hand to cover his privates. The cool air causes his skin to ripple with goosebumps,

but his nerves quickly settle as he feels her warm kisses across his chest and stomach. He

reaches down for her breast, but she quickly swats away his hand. His brow furrows.Amber

extends a finger towards his face. “We play by my rules, birthday boy. Whatever I say, respond

with, ‘Yes, ma’am.’ Am I clear?”“Yes, ma’am.” Reid smiles, fascinated by her taboo behavior.

He’s never experienced such sexual expression. He should’ve had the courage to explore his

dark side a long time ago.Amber removes a set of pink-fur handcuffs from her purse and

signals to Reid to turn and face the wall. He rotates around, heated with arousal, then feels the

furry cuffs lock his wrists behind his back. Jasmine would have never thought to use

handcuffs.She leads him away from the wall to the edge of the bed. “Lie on your stomach and

keep your feet together.”“Yes, ma’am.”Her light shove causes him to fall face first on the white

duvet cover. Reid hears the sound of duct tape ripping from a roll. He feels the tape bind his

ankles together. She’s so kinky. Amber rolls the duct tape around his head three times to cover

his eyes, and now he begins to worry to what extreme she intends to take the sexual act. He

knows one thing is certain: the tape is gonna hurt like hell when it’s removed.“Stay put, birthday

boy.” Amber’s voice deepens. “I’m taking your room key and getting some ice.”He hears the

front door open, then slam shut. He remains on the bed, bound and blindfolded. In the silence,

he develops a stronger sense that something seems off. Feeling a surge of fight or flight, he

attempts to break free from the handcuffs, but it’s no use. He takes a deep breath. This is just

part of a kinky act. Relax, man. You’re breaking your rules and getting wild. He hears the sound

of the front door rip open, followed by two voices mumbling. The door slams shut.“Don’t fucking

move,” commands a male voice.Reid squirms into the fetal position. Oh no. Fuck, fuck, fuck,

fuck, fuck.He then hears someone riffling through a bag that sounds like his luggage.“His

wallet is in his jeans,” says Amber.Reid has never been a victim of a crime, but instantly he

realizes he’s being robbed. He curls in tighter. A large hand grips the hair on the rear of his

head and yanks backward, exposing his neck. He feels a sharp sting just below his ear; it’s

from a knife poking his skin.“This eight-inch blade is eager to slice a smile across your neck,”

says the male voice.Reid’s eyes water uncontrollably. His excessive shivering has caused the

knife to slightly cut his skin, and he feels what seems to be a trickle of blood crawl down his

neck to his chest.“This prick only has forty dollars,” says Amber. “Who gets a suite and only

carries forty bucks? Let’s hit his ATM.”The man speaks into Reid’s ear. “What’s the pin number

for your ATM? My bitch is gonna go get your cash. If you lie, I’ll slice your balls off.”“Twenty-two,

twenty-four.” Reid clenches his chattering teeth. He vaguely hears Amber’s heels click along

the marble entry towards the exit, followed by the sound of the door creaking open.Reid

anticipates the sound of the door slamming shut; instead he hears Amber screaming, then a

loud thud. Someone is attacking her. Reid feels the knife lift away from his neck, then hears the

assailant shuffle in the direction of the front door.“You hit my girl. You’re gonna die, mother

fucker.”Reid jerks his body, hoping to break free, while hearing the sounds of a scuffle and



Amber pleading for mercy. He rubs his face on the duvet, attempting to peel the blinding tape

away from his eyes, but to no avail. He curls in tight, hearing the thud of bodies falling to the

floor.“You disgust me,” says a dominant male voice that sounds familiar to Reid, then he hears

Amber sobbing out apologies.Reid feels the body heat of someone near him. That person’s

fingers grip the tape near the center of his forehead and rip it apart downward to his nose,

freeing just his eyes, with the remainder of the tape stuck to his hair. Reid widens his eyes at

the sight of his rescuer — the pimp. He sees the pimp walk towards the front door, where the

assailant is on the floor, either knocked out cold or dead. Amber is on the floor next to the

assailant, trying to shake him awake as the pimp approaches her.“Come on, wake up,” says

Amber. The pimp grabs her arm. “No, lemme go.”She tries to free herself, but can’t overcome

the pimp’s strength as he drags her across the room and throws her on the couch.“You are my

greatest regret,” the pimp says to Amber. She cowers near the edge of the couch, hands

covering her face. “Using all that I have taught for evil. All that time in the cage, the lessons that

helped you grow, you’re more gifted than any of the Sexmysts.”The pimp lowers his head and

continues: “You swore to be committed to our mission. You swore you were committed to

saving the future of society.” He steps closer to Amber and extends a finger toward her face. “I’d

have you erased, but the god-damned divine duality requires that druggie fuck-ups like you

must exist.”Reid narrows his eyes. What the heck is he talking about? Time in a cage? A

mission? Does he kill people?Amber doesn’t move. The pimp grabs Reid’s pants and shirt,

sets them on the bed, then breaks away the handcuffs.The pimp turns to Amber. “And you’re

using this cheap, furry, plastic shit.”Amber says nothing. Reid moves a finger across the knife

wound near his ear, relieved to find it’s only a small incision, as if he’d cut himself shaving. He

starts to take the remaining tape off his head, but feels it pull the roots of his hair tightly. He

leaves it, then tears off the tape around his ankles, wincing as his leg hairs rip out. As he

quickly slides on his jeans, the pimp reaches into Amber’s purse, takes a squeeze tube of

something, and tosses it near to Reid.“Cover your hand with the lip gloss and smush it into the

hair that’s stuck to the tape. Otherwise, the tape will rip chunks of hair off your head.”Reid

follows the instructions, peeling the tape away from his hair with ease while becoming a gooey

mess. A towel, tossed by the pimp, hits him in the face. Reid wipes his hands and hair. Then he

dabs the towel on his neck to soak up the small amount of blood. Reid hears groaning from the

man on the floor, and he bolts to the rear corner of the room, his hands forming into fists.“Don’t

worry, kid, you’re safe now.” The pimp walks towards the body of the assailant, who looks to still

be out cold. The pimp picks up the long knife, folds it into its safety cover, then slides it into his

pocket.Reid feels nauseous from the sight of the gigantic knife. He knows a single swipe

across his neck could have taken his life. Though he feels somewhat safe now, he remains

alert, just in case this is all part of the same scam.Reid sees Amber slide his wallet into her

bra.“You don’t know when to quit, do you?” says the pimp to Amber.The pimp walks to the bed

and grabs the roll of duct tape. Amber leaps off the couch and sprints towards the door. The

pimp intercepts her, wraps his large hand around her neck, lifts her up, and slams her to the

floor. He flips her over to lie on her stomach, pinning her with his knee, then swiftly tapes her

wrists together behind her back. He grabs the wallet and tosses it towards Reid, then throws

Amber back on the couch. Maybe this guy is on my side after all?The pimp grabs a chunk of

Amber’s hair and yanks her head back, exposing her neckline. He extends his free arm

outward, prepping for a swift attack to her open neck. Amber’s hips rise, attempting to close the

exposed gap. Her shoulders shake vigorously as she tries to break free, but she can’t

overcome his strength. Reid moves his hands to cover his eyes, hoping not to witness a violent

act. But he can’t resist the urge to see vengeance taken on Amber. He peeks through a crack



between fingers, seeing the pimp’s hand explode towards her neck. Amber releases a deathly

scream. The pimp halts his hand prior to connecting.“It would do me no good to hurt you,” says

the pimp. Reid releases his hands to his sides. “I can’t come close to causing the depth of pain

you’ve mastered inflicting on yourself.”Amber stares at the pimp. Her eyes look like busted

panes of glass. The male assailant groans on the floor. The pimp takes out the envelope that

was gifted by the woman at the bar. He thumbs through the large amount cash within and

takes out a few bills.“Here’s five hundred to get the fuck out of town.” He stuffs the cash inside

Amber’s bra strap and returns the envelope to his pocket. “Don’t let me see you around Vegas

ever again.”Reid sees the male robber roll onto his side. The pimp yanks Amber off the couch

and shoves her towards the goon. She stumbles and then falls on him.“Fucking druggies,” says

the pimp.The assailant stands, gathers Amber, and leaves. Reid stares at the pimp with fearful

eyes, unable to put together a sentence.“It’s okay, young man, you’re safe,” says the pimp.The

words cause Reid to relax his fists. He leans back on the wall, then gazes downward as he

processes all that has occurred. He feels safe, but also realizes he needs to report this crime.

He rushes to grab the room’s wireless phone.The pimp extends his palm out towards Reid.

“Stop. Don’t call the police.”Reid clicks the phone on. “I just got robbed. I have to call nine-one-

one.”The pimp explodes towards Reid, grips his neck, and shoves his body against the wall.

The phone falls to the floor before Reid can dial the number. Reid’s eyes bulge and he feels his

throat seal so no air can enter. He looks at the man’s gaze and sees concern, not a threat —

like a parent who is upset he has to discipline his child.The pimp’s grip gradually lessens, then

releases. Reid cowers forward, hands pressed onto his knees, and coughs. He sees the pimp

grab the phone off the floor and return it to the console on the dresser. Reid slowly rises,

rubbing his neck as he studies the mysterious man before him.“I’ll never hurt you,” says the

pimp. “I only use extreme force for protection. Even if it means protecting you from yourself.”
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know where he fit in, or the meaning of his life, although as a college professor, his lecture

halls were always full. He travels to Vegas to drown his sorrows. Enter Wish, a Las Vegas pimp

who is so intelligent I found myself hanging onto every word he said. He meets Reid, the man

he envisions as the one to continue his mission of serving others. “Your boyish behavior ends

right now. The boy inside of you must die to initiate the birth of the man you’re destined to

become.”A book you will read again and again just to get it right and perhaps even to enlighten

your lives as well as others.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A FUN READ!!! Fun even for someone that is not into fantasy or fiction

books. There is more to this book than meets the eye!. Soo... I was recommended this book by

a friend. And I'm not going to lie, I am not normally into fantasy books or erotic books, I

typically read business books and occasionally philosophy. I am blown away with this novel

and wish the sequel was ready to read right now. I found myself intrigued early in the first

couple chapters because the writing was good at capturing my curiosity, but I really stayed

connected to the reading because a friend recommended the book to me. But after Reid gets

to Vegas in this book's story line I got totally hooked and could not stop reading until there was

no more to read. While my main take away was pure entertainment and fun in reading the

story (really great writing and captivating story telling by the Author), I do feel like this book

opened my eyes a little bit to another world. I'm not saying I'm diving right into that world just

yet, but I am interested in reading more, learning more and seriously can't wait for the next

book that the author hints at in the end of the novel. I am so glad my friend recommended this

book to me and that I allowed myself to let go of the "fantasy" nature of the book which I am

not used to after the first couple chapters because once I got into this story it was such a fun

read. Great vacation for the mind but also mind opening too! I'm recommending this to my

friends also.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “If you’re looking for a page-turner, you’ve arrived!. Brandon Wade Alcocer

has carved a niche for himself in his debut novel, The Experience. Readers are instantly

emerged into a page-turning world of self-enlightenment, suspended doubt, and enraptured

satisfaction.The novel is a scientific story pieced together by Reid, a confident yet subdued

professor, who thinks he has relationships figured out. Until he discovers he doesn’t. Reid takes

readers on a journey of transformational growth in Los Angeles and Las Vegas. Overcoming

his deepest fears, he cautiously tries something new which turns into a pleasure he’s not sure

he wants to stop and quickly morphs into an obsession he has trouble controlling at all.Alcocer

vividly paints each scene, like a narrative master, and you’ll be craving the next book before

you’re done. A beautiful thing is I heard a lot about Reid during many late-night phone calls

with Alcocer during our adolescence. I was also lucky enough to attend our eighth-grade dance

with him. I loved reading The Experience so much I couldn’t put the book down and finished it

in three days. I’m so proud of the gentleman Alcocer has become and am honored our phone

calls ignited his calling to study human behavior and gift us with his writing.”

JCFM_St Paul, “Wow this book is PHENOMENAL! Wade is an exceptional .... Wow this book is

PHENOMENAL! Wade is an exceptional storyteller, his characters are complex yet relatable,

and his ability to paint a vivid, captivating scene through words is out-of-this-world. This book

will have you utterly enraptured from the very first page. From the moment I picked it up, I

couldn't put it down. The message of this book and how Wade has so expertly expressed it

through story is LIFE CHANGING and has the capacity to catalyze so much healing on a



personal and collective level. Such profound gratitude and respect for Wade, who had the

courage to authentically express this powerful story through writing. I can't wait for the sequel

(fingers crossed there is one!) and I will be recommending this book and giving it as a gift to all

those I know who are ready to step deeper into conscious sexuality, initiate their next level of

personal growth, and be moved into reflection of what it means to be a healthy authentic man

or woman in the world today.”

Shoe lover, “Highly recommend this book!. Smooth writing that moves fast from start to finish.

Professor Reid Bradley's adventure is captivating. Each female character is uniquely appealing

and the pimp named Wish... Wow! He is one of the most intriguing characters I've come

across in fiction, his presence leaps off the page. Fiction novels in this category are usually just

fluff for escapism, but I was shocked at how much I learned about happiness and the

importance and human to human connectedness. Oh, and that detective is a jerk. I can't

recommend this book enough!!”

Quaye Kennerly, “Great great book!. A MUST READ!!! I bought this book after following

Brandon’s work on instagram (a great follow btw!). I don’t typically read books very quickly, but I

couldn’t put this one down. It’s incredibly insightful and also keeps you on the edge of your

seat. “The Experience” was absolutely an experience! This is the work of a visionary, a book I

believe society desperately needs right now. There are so many concepts and tools that I’ve

learned that I am putting to use right away - especially the power of CONTRASTS and how it’s

connected to happiness. Anyone in search of a better approach to life and relationships should

read this. 5 stars for sure!”
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